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ALMOST COSYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS 
WITH VANISHING CONTACT 

CONFORMAL CURVATURE TENSOR FIELD

Yang Jea Shin

1. Introduction
The results of the study of a Sasakian manifold with vanishing con

tact Bochner curvature tensor had been listed m [5] and [6]. In [2] and 

[3], almost cosymplectic manifold with vanishing contact Bochner cur

vature tensor was discussed. In 1990, Kitahara, Matsuo and Pak [8,9] 

defined the so-called conforiiral curvatTire tensor field on a hermitian 

manifold which is conformally invariant, and nearly kaehlerian mani

fold with vanishing conformal curvature tensor field was discussed by 

present author [11]. Furthermore, Jeong, Lee, Oh and Pak [7] defined 

the so-called contect conformal curvature tensor field on Sasakian man

ifold, which is constructed from the conformal curvature tensor field 

by the Boothby-Wang5s fiberation [1]. In the present paper, we shall 

study almost cosymplectic manifold with vanishing contect conformal 

curvature tensor field and prove the following theorem :

THEOREM A. An almost cosymplectic manifold with vanishing con

tect conformal curvature tensor field does not exist.

We shall be in C^-category. Latin indices run from. 1 to 2n + 1. 

Einstein summation convention will be used.

2. Preliminaries
Let (M,饱 & 7/,g)be a (2n + l)-dimensional almost contact metric 

manifold, that is, M is a manifold covered by a system of coordinate
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neighborhoods {U;xh} and (饱&mg) 하! almost contect metric struc

ture on M, formed by tensors of type (1,1), (1,0) and (0,1), respec

tively, and a Riemannian metric g such that

，9 ]) 戦矶=一矽 + S? = o,。渺;= 

待3以=gji - & = g*

On such a manifold we may always defined a 2-fbrm by ©(X, Y) = 

g(("X、Y) [10]. (M>饥is said to be an almost cosympectic man

ifold if the forms , and r) are closed, i.e., =。and drj = 0, where

d is the operator of exterior differentiation (cf. [4]). Let M be an 

(2n + l)(n > l)-dimensional almost cosymplectic manifold. Then we 

can consider the contact conformal curvature tensor field Co on M (the 

same definition as the contact conformal curvature tensor field in [7]).

(22) 并女 = 효玮귾击 + 亏[(9钮耳九 g丁+ R旧日31

— Rjhgk、— R나貞ijh + 一 TknhRj*

+ — GkhRji + 4 jhSkt — Skh^ji

+ S如"+ 2,幻 S新 + 2S爲©n)

+ 赤71J 伽 2-n-2+ 四쁘)으、"F

一。&渺j五一2饥勺饥h、)

1 r c (3n + 2)s、r 、

+ 27而+ 1)(”+2 赤—)印나祯” - gg

1 , 2 c (3n + 2)5
- 2n(n +I)(4n +5n + 2-----说一)(5计

一 gk河3디h + 爪中房3 - 자Qhgjh),

where (如&了两)denotes the almost cosymplectic structure, Rk3ihi 

and S axe Riemannian curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curva

ture of My respectvely, and S3t — 矶Re

LEMMA 2.1. ([10]) If M is an (2n+l)-dimensional almost cosym- 

plectic manifold, then it holds that

(2.3) 心心'+ 1%汗=0,
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where Vj denote the operator of covariant differentiation with respect 

to g”

3. Proof of Theorem A
Assume that there is an (2n + l)(n > 1) -dimensional almost cosym- 

plectic manifold with vanishing contact conformal curvature tensor 

field. Then, from (2.2) we have

+

(3.1) Rjz = 一£{(& - + sg]t 一 s", + 号％%

+ 虻 S杖 + S；如 + + 2 如：成}

赤+»" 一 n - 2 +但穿}例如+ 2心;)

:丄{"2 一竺乾听 

X—「丄 匕,〃

—l—{W-5n-2 + ^±^) 

2n[n + 1) 272

{(2n — 1)仍％+幻」.x

Thus we have

(3.2) Rjgf = 2 母.

Hence, Theorem A has been proved from Lemma 2.1.
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